Mission Summary:
 
 Don Johnson 10604.13
 Charlottetown 10604.14

The crew of the USS Don Johnson has been routed to Starbase 245, which will be serving as the ship's homeport.
 
The Don Johnson is docked with the Starbase with the remaining crew awaiting the return of their senior staff.

The crew of the USS Charlottetown has returned to Starbase 245 after capturing the leader of the Orions that had recently attacked Starbase 245.
 
All personnel from both ships have been requested to assist the Starbase with the clean-up efforts.
 
 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Thinking about his time with Sharri::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Waiting to dock. It will feel good to get out and stretch his legs, and enjoy the amenities of the star base::
 
XO DJ Arca:
::wakes up for his nap and sees that they are docking::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::waiting to dock, still troubled by the nightmare::
 
Susan:
ACTION: The personnel carrier transporting the USS Don Johnson senior staff is docking with Starbase 245.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::sitting relaxing as the shuttle prepares to dock::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::waiting to dock. Still sitting in his seat::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Sleeping in the seat she hasn't left much since they left the Sharikahr's starbase.::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: Well, Jonathan, looks like we're here.
 
XO C Bauer:
::Just coming back from station security, dropping off Trinna and his people. Now is wandering the promenade::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: It would seem so.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
All: We are here. I, for one, can't wait another moment to get out and stretch my legs.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::picks up his bag and gets ready to disembark::
 
CMO Kimura:
::walking along the promenade slowly, she stops at the wide window to rest; she's still tired from her ordeal::
 
Trinna:
<Sharri> ::kisses Turok on the ear:: CIV: I hate to see you go.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::gets up and walks over to her friend the CNS and gently wakes her::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Grabs his pack, and heads for the air lock::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::gets up and grabs her bag:: CEO: Shall we?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: Cunfudiun wake up hun we are here.
 
Trinna:
ACTION: Starbase Security gladly takes charge of the prisoners.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
Sharri: You as well. Please stop by anytime. Just call first. ::Smiling::
 
XO C Bauer:
::Sees Doctor Kimura across the way::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Opens her eyes slowly and notes no stars are visible and they appear to be in dock.:: CO: Have we arrived at SB 265?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::stands up, grabs his bag and heads for the air lock:: FCO: After you.
 
Susan:
ACTION: The personnel carrier has docked and begins offloading passengers.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::smiling:: CNS: You mean SB 245 hun.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::heads over to the airlock and bumps into the CTO:: CTO: Sorry Joran didn't see you there
 
XO C Bauer:
::Approaches her:: CMO_KIMURA: Well, look who is up and about.
 
CMO Kimura:
::her mind wanders but then she sees Zach approaching and smiles, the first time all day::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: It's no trouble, sir. I guess you want to get out of this thing as fast as I do.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
DJCO: No, I may be out of my normal element however we were to report to SB 265. Have we been rerouted or is this a flight change?
 
Susan:
ACTION: A loud cheer erupts and station power returns to full with lighting increasing noticeably.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::walks ahead of the CEO:: CEO: Thank you again. Anyone ever tell you that you are such a gentleman?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: We have been assigned to this Starbase permanently hun.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_B: Zach... I... I'm glad to see you.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO_KIMURA: What are you doing up, last report said you were having a time of it, recovering.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Walks up to the FCO:: Hello, and how are you today?
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: I want to get home and get back to work on our ship
 
Susan:
<Station OPS> *ALL* All personnel, main power has been restored, clean up and repair teams are granted 12 hours liberty.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::exits the transport with the CTO::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::follows the FCO:: DJ_FCO: Only a few people. ::smiles::
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_B: I'm not quite cleared for duty yet... Just getting a little exercise...
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: In a way, I am not sure I want to get back to work, and back into a routine on the DJ, Sir.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO_KIMURA: I'm glad to see you.
 
CMO Kimura:
::is embarrassed about her appearance and crosses her arms across her body::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::exits the transport with the FCO::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
DJ_XO: Mark our ship is already here and soon we will be on her.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: Why is that?
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::smiles as they exit:: CEO: Well I'm one of them, Jonathan.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO_KIMURA: So, when you coming back to work?
 
XO DJ Arca:
::nods to his wife and then turns back to Mahl::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Lowers his eyes a bit:: DJ_XO: I... I can't go into that at this moment, Sir.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_B: Soon... a few days more. ::takes his arm gently to steady her walk:: Let's walk a bit.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::looks around to see if he can see the XO and CO::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: It wouldn’t be appropriate.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
DJCO: Ah. The usual Starfleet middle changes. ::Gets up and gets her bag and heads out of the airlock and onto the starbase.::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::T'Ponga walks out of the personnel carrier with the CNS and onto the promenade::
 
Susan:
ACTION: Laughter is heard over the loud speaker...<Voice> *ALL* And the party is starting on level 7!
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: Who are you looking for?
 
XO C Bauer:
::Helps her keep steady and walks with her:: CMO_KIMURA: I'm not sure how long we will be here, hopefully you will be able to leave with us.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::pulls the CTO aside:: CTO: Does this have to do with Katy?
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: Actually, not directly. However, it would impact her one way or another.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::looks around with him::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
DJCO: So where/what do we do?
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: I hope so too. I mean, I hate being in the Infirmary.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: The XO and the CO.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: Well whatever it is if I can help my door is always open
 
CIV DJ Turok:
Self: Party? Who can turn down a good party.
 
CMO Kimura:
::takes a deep breath:: XO_BAUER: Orik is doing fine as well.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: They should be together. You know how married couples are. ::chuckles::
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO_KIMURA: Orik? That is good to hear. Have you seen much of TAAL while you've been here?
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: Thank you, and I appreciate the offer. However, this is something that I must endeavor to do on my own.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: Well first off my dear we are all going to get a six hour leisure rest and there is a party in one of the and I expect all my crew to attend and that goes for you as well my friend.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: Yeah, I know.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: Yes. I wouldn't have survived mentally without him.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
DJ CO: I am not really in the mood for a party.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: But he's so busy...
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: Well good luck with that and lets go home
 
Susan:
ACTION: The cargo bays begin filling with personnel, there are tables set up along the outer hull with foods and drinks of all kinds.
 
CO Shras:
:: walking around starbase 245, looking at the progress in the repairs ::
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: I'm sure he is, what with getting this place back in order. But, I'm glad he was here for you.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: If its ok with you, I would like to look around the station for a bit.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: Enjoy yourself and I'll see you onboard
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
DJ_XO: Sure thing, Sir.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: Want to split up and see if we find them?
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Walks off on his own, checking out the station::
 
XO DJ Arca:
::heads away from the CTO and into the crowd::
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: Yeah... ::nervously rakes her hair behind her ear::
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Walks into the cargo bay::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: Sure thing.
 
XO DJ Arca:
Self: Now where did they park her
 
* Pam sets mode: -o Pam
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: I do expect to see you there regardless. You look like you could use some cheering up.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: Rumor had it you two eloped and you were going to stay here with him.
 
Susan:
ACTION: Repairs to the station seem to be ahead of schedule in most areas, though there are definite scars of the attack.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: Let's head to the party and see if they're there yet.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
DJ_XO: Mark they parked her on the other side of the station. ::smiles::
 
CMO Kimura:
::laughs:: XO_BAUER: Oh, no no...
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: Party...now that reminds me of something.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: I can't quit my day job.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: I think Quell was making bets on it. ::Smiles hoping to make her smile::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: What?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
FCO: The holodeck.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CO: Well lets stroll over to her then ::smiles and holds out his arm for his wife::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Puts her arm around the DJ CO's shoulders and leans her head on her shoulder.:: DJCO: Only if you can get me drunk. I think that is what I need. ::Has a very glassy, glazed look.::
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: That little gremlin would sell his own soul for money!
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CEO: Don't remind me ::groans:: Let's go party.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: Yeah, you better hurry back or he'll sell your office furniture.
 
CMO Kimura:
::smiles at him, her eyes getting back that old metallic sparkle::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::nods and follows Deb::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: Well lets see I have some of the good blood wine stashed in my quarters on the DJ and well I could have it transported just for the two of us.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::enters the cargo bay and sees the party has started without them::
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: I wonder where Captain Shras went. I thought I'd see him here. I have no clue as to what we are doing.
 
CMO Kimura:
::looks out the promenade window:: XO_BAUER: Zach... I have to tell you something.

CIV DJ Turok:
FCO/CEO: Well it's about time you got here.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: But I imagine I could get you drunk enough without it. ::giggles::
 
XO C Bauer:
::Looks at her seriousness:: CMO: Sorry, go ahead.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
DJ CO: Very well. I'll have my bag given to a porter to be taken to the DJ and try to go freshen up and I'll meet you there in say 15 minutes?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: Fine I will be expecting you then.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: Consider this confidential, but... ::takes a deep breath again::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CNS: Meet you in the cargo bay.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CIV: We were talking, Turok. Now it's time to party. I need a drink.
 
Susan:
ACTION: Intruder alert sounds throughout the station.
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: Of course.
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: ...I'm pregnant. And you can guess who's it is.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
FCO: You're already behind.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::enters the cargo bay and stops dead in her tracks::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CIV: I know.
 
CMO Kimura:
::jumps as the alert klaxons blare overhead::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Wonders around the station and finally finds a refreshment post and freshens herself up then goes to have her bag transported to the DJ and then starts making her way to the party.::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::enters the cargo bay with the FCO::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
Self: Intruder alert now here???
 
Susan:
ACTION: Hands shoot out of the crowd and Newell is pulled into the mass of people.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Hears the alert but keeps on going like nothing and really not paying any attention.::
 
XO DJ Arca:
::stops in his tracks and looks around::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::Hears the alert:: All: What the heck . . .
 
CMO Kimura:
::thinks, Perfect timing, I guess...::
 
XO C Bauer:
::Nearly trips over her words and his own feet:: CMO: You're...huh? Whoa! No kidding? I gotta sit down. ::Has her help him to a bench feeling faint::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*SB Ops*: What is the intruder alert for.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: Hey we got here as fast as we could. ::smiles::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Thinking to herself.:: Self: I don't deserve to go to a party.
 
Susan:
ACTION: Pino feels herself being pulled into a dark corridor.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
All: Hey! ::nearly trips::
 
CMO Kimura:
::sits him down, trying to ignore all the commotion::
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: Does "he" know?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: Where did Deb go?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
Self: This is not good at all. Something here is wrong very wrong.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
::Realizes after several seconds that she is no longer walking but being pulled into a dark corridor.::
 
CMO Kimura:
XO_BAUER: No. It was definitely, unplanned.
  
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
Intruder: Hey what are you doing? ::Sounding very tired and annoyed at the inconvenience.::

Susan:
ACTION: Kimura, Pino and Newell feel the effects of a transporter and materialize in small cramped dark space.
 
XO DJ Arca:
Self: What is going on here
 
XO C Bauer:
CMO: Yeah, I guess. Ummm, so are you and the baby ok?
 
CIV DJ Turok:
CEO: I'm not sure. ::Begins to look for the FCO::
 
CMO Kimura:
::gasps as she's transported::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::looks for the FCO as well::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::taps her combadge:: XO: Where are you?
 
CO Shras:
*SB_OPS*: This is Captain Shras, what is going on?
 
Susan:
ACTION: Security move throughout the station. <OPS> *ALL* Intruders spotted on Level 6, 7 and 8.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CO Shras: I have already tried that and get no response.
 
CMO Kimura:
::screams, remembering her nightmares::
 
Susan:
<SB_OPS> *Shras/Arca* Another raid. Since the attack we've had several.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: Sir, I think we need to find the XO and the Captain.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::looks around:: Kimura/Pino: What in the world?
 
XO C Bauer:
::CMO Disappears?::
 
XO DJ Arca:
::moves out of the security teams way::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@::Rematerializes inside a place and hears others.:: People: Who's here?
 
FCO DJ Newell:
CNSDJ: Counselor, is that you?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::moves through her crew and finds that two are missing::
 
CMO Kimura:
::pounds on a dark wall:: Aloud: ZACH!
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@FCO DJ: Ensign Newell?
 
CO Shras:
CO Shemara: Then I suppose I'll leave SB security deal with it and mind my own business...
 
CIV DJ Turok:
CEO: Agreed. I can't seem to see the FCO anywhere.
  
CEO DJ McPhee:
::taps his combadge:: *CO*: Captain the FCO is missing.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CO Shras: Not now we need to find our missing crewmember.

CIV DJ Turok:
*FCO*: Ensign, Where are you?
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@CNS: Yes, it's me. How did you get here?
 
XO C Bauer:
*CO_Shras*: Captain, I was talking with Kimura here on the promenade and she suddenly was beamed out.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::looks out at the mass of individuals and calls for attention::
 
CIV DJ Turok:
*FCO*: Can you hear me?
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@::Turns to the pounding person and places her hand on her shoulder gently.:: CMO: Easy there you will hurt yourself. DJFCO: I really don't know. I wasn't paying much attention and then I found myself here.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
CEO: No answer to my COMs.
 
CO Shras:
*C_OPS*: Is the ship able to leave dock now?
 
CMO Kimura:
@CNS/FCO: Wh-who are you?
 
XO DJ Arca:
::looks over at his wife and moves over to her:: DJ CO: What’s going on?
 
Susan:
ACTION: The alert status drops and the all-clear sounds.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@C_CMO: I'm Ensign Newell, the FCO of the Don Johnson.
 
Susan:
ACTION: Security still continues through the station, searching.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: Her combadge must not be working. We need to locate the Captain maybe she can shine some light on this.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Finishes sending his subspace message, then heads off to find where the DJ is docked::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@CCMO: I'm Confiduin of the Don Johnson. And you are?
 
CMO Kimura:
@::her implants search the darkness around her and she's scared, weak, and not herself::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
XO: Mark I have no idea but I was told that we were being raided again. Now we are missing both the CNS and the FCO.
 
Susan:
@<Sharri> ::crying:: All: Don't fight, it'll be easier on you.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
XO: Recall all remaining staff for the DJ we are going to follow them and get our people back.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::leaves the party in search of the CO::
 
CMO Kimura:
@CNS/FCO: I'm... I'm Kazue, CMO on the Charlottetown. Except I haven't been released for duty yet...
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@CMO: Are you injured?
 
XO DJ Arca:
::quickly taps on his combadge:: *CNS/FCO*: Pino, Newell what is your location?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*CO Shras*: We are going to board our ship and follow to retrieve our personnel that are missing. Care to join us in our little hunt?
 
CIV DJ Turok:
CEO: Let's go to station security and see if they have anything to report first.
 
CMO Kimura:
@::sits down, tucking her knees under her chin:: FCO: I've been recovering in the Starbase Infirmary.
 
 XO C Bauer:
::Begins to return to the Charlottetown to investigate CMO's disappearance::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: Ok
 
XO DJ Arca:
*ALL DJ*: All DJ members we are missing some crewmen report to my location immediately.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
XO: Any response from the CNS and FCO?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
*XO*: Sir, what is your location?
 
CO Shras:
CO Shemara: We will leave right now, see you out there
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Exits the cargo bay en route to station security::
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@CMO/CNS: First we need to figure out where we are, then how to get out.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CO: No sir
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@CCMO/DJFCO: Look we have to figure out what happened. What has been happening here?
 
Susan:
@CNS: The Orions, you've been taken. I don't know where we are though.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
CO Shras: See you out there then.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::follows the CIV::
 
CMO Kimura:
@ALL: Hell if I know...
 
XO C Bauer:
::Arrives on the bridge of the Charlottetown::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
Self: Damn it, I had a gut feeling this was all wrong.
 
CO Shras:
*C Crew:* All Charlottetown personnel must come back right now
 
XO DJ Arca:
*CEO*: A few hundred meters from the transport by a jewelry shop
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
*XO*: Aye sir, the CIV and I will arrive there shortly.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CIV: The XO wants us to report to him.
 
CO Shras:
:: hurry back to the Charlottetown ::
 
XO DJ Arca:
*CEO*: Acknowledge ::taps on his combadge and close the channel::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@Sharri: And you are?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
XO: I want everyone back on the DJ and ready to leave in ten minutes or less.

CMO Kimura:
@::buries her face into her knees::
 
Sharri:
@All: My name is Sharri, I was on the transport that brought you here....actually I belong to the people that own the transport.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::heads back towards the transport::
 
CIV DJ Turok:
CEO: Let's go then.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@CNS: She's the girl that was hanging all over Turok on the transport.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CO: Sir what about the missing members?
 
XO C Bauer:
ALL_C_Crew: Doctor Kimura was taken from the promenade. I wanna know where she was beamed to. Get on it.
 
CO Shras:
:: walks onto the bridge ::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@DJFCO: Ah. Sharri: And what do they want with us?
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: Are we near ready to leave?
 
CMO Kimura:
@::looks up:: Sharri: Please, send us back to the Starbase.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::see the XO standing by the jewelry shop:: XO: The FCO is missing.
 
XO C Bauer:
CO Shras: Captain, Doctor Kimura was abducted, Sir.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::heads for the DJ and the docking port::
 
 Sharri:
@CNS: You'll be stripped and altered from anything identifiable and sold.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@Sharri: Oh good Lord! No they won't!
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Aye, Sir. Ship ready for departure. ::Nods to FCO::
 
Sharri:
@CMO: I wish I could, I'm in the same boat you are.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
Self: Now this is more than one captain can stand. I am going to get my crew back one-way or the other.
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: Dang, the DJ has some missing crew too, let's get the chase begin
 
CMO Kimura:
@Sharri: I'm weak... I won't make a good slave...
 
XO DJ Arca:
@*ALL DJ*: All DJ crew report to the Don Johnson and report to your station
 
Sharri:
@FCO: That's their goal
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@SharrI: For what purpose? ::Looks rather bored.::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::walks up the walkway and into her own ship once again and heads directly for the bridge::
 
XO DJ Arca:
:: heads for the DJ docking port::
 
CO Shras:
C_FCO: Proceed with emergency undocking procedures
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Aye, Sir. We gotta get her back...oh boy, do we.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@Sharri: I won't stand for it, and neither will my CNS.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::heads for the DJ docking port::
 
Sharri:
@CMO: Then you may be returned...I hope
 
CIV DJ Turok:
XO: Where are we going sir?
 
CO Shras:
<C_FCO>CO Shras: Emergency undocking underway sir
 
Sharri:
@CNS: I was sold to be an entertainer...or company for those wanting companions.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Arrives at the airlock for the DJ::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::paces back and forth on the bridge really annoyed again::
 
CO Shras:
XO: Bauer: Do we have everyone back at their post?
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@Sharri: And who were you before?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::arrives at the airlock for the DJ notices the CTO::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*XO*: Where is everyone?
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Sees the CEO has arrived as well:: CEO: Ready to go home?
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Checking, Sir. ::Taps on console:: CO_SHRAS: That is an affirmative. All present.
 
CMO Kimura:
@::thanks God that she's currently unhealthy; if she were healthy... she probably would end up in the girl's same predicament::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CTO: Been ready, sir.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@All: Besides I'm not the best company lately.
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Shall we go to Yellow Alert, Sir?
 
CO Shras:
<C_FCO>SBOPS: USS Charlottetown requesting undocking clearance
 
XO DJ Arca:
::sees the airlock and hurries toward it::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
CEO: I just with I could feel ready. Part of me is saying get going, its time to go home. The other part of me is saying run, find a transport, and never look back.
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: Make it so
 
XO C Bauer:
::Goes to Yellow Alert::
 
Sharri:
@CNS: Carra Michell, a teacher on Starbase 112
 
CMO Kimura:
@::hopes the Charlottetown is in pursuit, and that they hurry::
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
CTO: Well I say stay we have missing crew who need our help. Let's get to the bridge.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::sits in her chair waiting for the crew::
 
XO C Bauer:
C_CSO: Start scanning. We need to know who is where.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@Sharri: How long have you been with these people?
 
Sharri:
ACTION: The missing women feel the ship they are on beginning to move.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*XO*: Are the crew aboard yet and if so lets get going.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@::feels the ship moving:: All: We're going somewhere.
 
Sharri:
ACTION: Sensors detect a ship leaving from docking bay 7.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Follows the XO to the airlock::
 
XO DJ Arca:
::steps onto the ramp and enters the DJ::
 
CO Shras:
:: the on duty FCO get the Charlottetown around and away from starbase 245 ::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::watches as the relief FCO takes the helm::
 
Sharri:
@CNS: I was with them two years ago and sold to the freighter owner. I've tried to get away numerous times but something always happens.
 
XO C Bauer:
<C_CSO>: XO: Ship leaving dock 7, Sir. Scanning it now.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::finds the nearest turbo lift and steps inside:: TL: Bridge express
 
CMO Kimura:
@::buries her face in her knees again::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*CEO*: Get us ready for emergency debarkation.
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@C_CMO: It'll be okay, they won't let us get lost.
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@Sharri: Where are we going?
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
::looks at tactical not pleased that the relief is not there::
 
Sharri:
@ACTION: Two men enter the cell and a third remains at the door weapon in hand. The two grab Kimura and leave the cell.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
*CO*: Aye, sir. ::heads towards nearest turbo lift:: TL: Main Engineering.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*CTO*: Get up here ASAP I want a tactical sensor lock on the vessel leaving.
 
XO DJ Arca:
::steps onto the bridge and put his bag under his seat::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@Men: Excuse me what are you doing?
 
Sharri:
@CNS: I don't know, I never saw the outside or heard.
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: Can you get them on sensors?
 
XO DJ Arca:
CO: Orders sir?
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
*CO* Understood, Sir. ::heads for the bridge, thinking gee, cant you go to the console and do the scan yourself?::
 
Sharri:
@<Cairn> CMO: Keep quiet and you will be unharmed.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::enters main engineering::
 
CMO Kimura:
@::doesn't scream, as she’s taken away. After all, she has no strength to fight::
 
XO C Bauer:
::Sets scans on ship leaving dock 7:: CO_SHRAS: Trying, Sir.
 
XO DJ Arca:
Computer: Is all DJ members onboard?
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@Cairn: Where are you taking her?
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
::starts emergency debarkation sequence::
 
Sharri:
ACTION: Scans show the departing ship to have a void section near the cargo bay.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Feels the turbo lift slow, then stop at the bridge. The doors open, and out he walks right to the tac console::
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@::Turns around her back to the guards and fidgets slightly with her combadge hoping that Newell will get the message.::
 
CIV DJ Turok:
::Enters the bridge::
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: A section of their ship is impenetrable by ship scans. I'd say that was suspicious enough to make them suspect.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
*CO*: Sir, the ship is ready to depart.
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Begins tactical scans of the vessel that is leaving::
 
CMO Kimura:
@::thinks, If I weren't so weak, I'd give them hell...::
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
XO: Well lets get going now.
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Trying more advanced scan on cargo bay section.
 
Sharri:
@<Cairn> ::ignores the sounds beside him as he and his cohort take the CMO...once the door is sealed behind them, Cairn turns to Kimura and whispers:: CMO: Doctor, you shouldn't have been pulled, I'm going to see what I can do to get you back, play up anything that's wrong. ::out loud:: Don't fight, it'll be a lot easier on you.
 
CIV DJ Turok:
DJXO: What position would you like me to man sir?
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: What is it's registry?
 
XO DJ Arca:
CTO: Get us clearance to depart
 
Sharri:
@::whimpers:: Self: It's started.
 
XO DJ Arca:
CIV: Take science Lieutenant
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@CNS: Counselor, we need to get out of here, now.
 
CO Shras:
:: hail the departing ship ::
 
CIV DJ Turok:
XO: Aye sir. ::Walk to the Science station::
 
DJ CTO Mahl:
::Punches a few buttons, and sees the reply:: CO: We have clearance to leave.
 
Sharri:
Char Action: The intensified scans show several life forms, but no solid identification.
 
CMO Kimura:
@::gets the hint:: Cairn: Let... GO of-of me!!
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
EO_Smith: Make sure those engines are running properly I don't want any surprises.
 
XO DJ Arca:
FCO: Takes us out 1/4 impulse
 
CO Shras:
COM: Ship: The is the USS Charlottetown to the departing ship, turn around and dock with Starbase 245
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*CEO*: Make sure of your engines.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
<FCO Jet> XO: Understood sir.
 
XO C Bauer:
::Checks for registry:: CO_SHRAS: Salvage vessel, Sir, NJ228147.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
*CO*: I'm doing that as we speak sir.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
<EO_Smith>: Aye sir.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
*CEO*: Good lad.
 
Sharri:
ACTION Kimura dematerializes and finds herself aboard the USS Charlottetown
 
CNS DJ C Pino PhD:
@DJFCO: See what you can do to work on that panel. ::Points to it while she studies the door in detail up close visually and touches it here and there.::
 
XO DJ Arca:
CO: We are underway captain. Where to?
 
CO Shras:
XO Bauer: Set a link with the DJ to keep them and us aware of our findings
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Scans show multiple life forms but, nothing identifiable.
 
Sharri:
ACTION: Charlottetown intruder alert indicates one intruder in sickbay
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: Aye, Sir.
 
DJ CO Shemara Arca:
OPS: Open com link to CO Shras.
 
CEO DJ McPhee:
EO_Smith: What the status on them engines Ensign?
 
FCO DJ Newell:
@::goes over to the panel and looks at it.:: CNS: All right.
 
CMO Kimura:
::collapses on the floor of Sickbay::
 
XO C Bauer:
::Opens COM link to the Don Johnson::
 
XO C Bauer:
CO_SHRAS: We have an intruder in Sickbay. Dispatching security.
 
Sharri:
ACTION: The SS Antria goes to warp (NJ228147).
 
FCO DJ Newell:
::begins to work on the panel, trying to open it::
 
Sharri:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 


